


This presentation and other statements made in connection herewith may contain forward-looking
statements with respect to Management’s plans and expectations for the future development of adidas.
Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, which are beyond the control of
the company, including, but not limited to the risks described in the Risk and Opportunity Report of the
adidas Annual Report. In case the underlying assumptions turn out to be incorrect or (described or other)
risks or opportunities materialize, actual results and developments may materially deviate (negatively or
positively) from those expressed by such statements and Management’s plans may change. adidas does
not assume any obligation to update any forward-looking statements made in this presentation or in
connection herewith beyond statutory disclosure obligations.

In light of the current very dynamic developments, adidas points out that the factual basis for any
conversation is limited to the information publicly disclosed at the occasion of its third quarter 2022
results release and earnings call on November 9, 2022. The company will not provide any information with
regard to decisions of adidas or its current trading that has not been published through an official release
or made otherwise publicly available by adidas.











Revenues up 12% excluding Greater China

Strong double-digit increase in both regions

Driven by Football (+36%) and Running (+24%)

Reflecting strong sell-through of product

Strong performance in Europe and Emerging Markets

Own-retail revenues up 7% reflecting robust sell-out  

Net income down due to Russia/CIS exit, customs risks, legal dispute, 
cash pooling

Promotional activity to intensify 



Up 11% in Euro terms to € 6,408 million

Price increases overcompensated by increased supply chain costs, 
higher discounting and unfavorable market mix

Reflecting operating margin of 8.8%

Reflecting significant adverse impact from several one-offs



Own-retail revenues up 7%

Reflecting 10% growth in DTC

Driven by strong double-digit DTC growth                                                                 
in both Europe and Emerging Markets



Supported by improving consumer experience across all touchpoints 

Reflecting successful sell-through of product

Additional go-lives excite our most valuable consumers 



Jersey launches fueling consumer excitement ahead of 
FIFA World Cup

Latest iterations of successful franchises resonating 
extremely well   

Reflecting strong momentum of Forum franchise





Operating margin: 18.8% 
(-1.5pp vs. 2021)

Operating margin: 26.2% 
(+6.0pp vs. 2021)

Operating margin: 19.7% 
(-3.9pp vs. 2021) Operating margin: 22.7% 

(-3.8pp vs. 2021)

Operating margin: 23.2% 
(+5.7pp vs. 2021)



SeptemberQTD August

+13% sales growth 
in markets excl. 
Greater China



Net Sales 6,408 5,752 +11%

Gross Margin 49.1% 50.1% -1.0pp

Other Operating Expenses
(in % of sales)

2,676
41.8%

2,237
38.9%

+20%
+2.9pp

Marketing and Point-of-Sale Expenses
(in % of sales)

691
10.8%

674
11.7%

+2%
-0.9pp

Operating Overhead Expenses
(in % of sales)

1,985
31.0%

1,562
27.2%

+27%
+3.8pp

Operating Profit 564 672 -16%

Operating Margin 8.8% 11.7% -2.9pp

Financial Expenses 162 49 +229%

Income Taxes 345 150 +130%

Income Tax Rate
(in % of sales) 84.1% 23.8% +60.2pp

Net Income from continuing operations 66 479 -86%

Around 50%

Around €800m

Around 12%

Around €350m

Includes both Russia one-offs as 
well as tax implications from 

Yeezy termination  



Strong increase in supply chain costs

50.1% (-1.7pp)

Strong increase in supply chain costs

49.1% (-1.0pp)

Significant sales decline in China and tough 
prior year e-com comps

Slightly positive FX

Only selective price increases on DTC 
exclusives

Lower promotional activity

Significant sales decline in China amid 
continued focus on DTC

Favorable FX

Broad-based price increases (mid-to high-
single-digit rate)

Increased promotional activity



51.2%

Gross margin 
YTD Sep 2021

49.7%

FXPricing Sourcing Mix

49.7%

~40.0%

Gross margin 
Q4 2022

- Expected -

~0.5pp

~2.5pp

~0.5pp

~4pp

Discounts

~2.5pp

~4pp

~2pp ~2pp

FX OtherDiscounts Mix

FX turning significantly 
negative

Increased promotional 
activity

Gross margin 
YTD Sep 2022

Gross margin 
YTD Sep 2022

~3pp

Yeezy

Significantly lower 
Yeezy business





Russia

Customs risks

Cash pooling

Legal dispute

Business improvement program

Operating overheads

Financial expenses

Cost of sales

Tax

~55%

~10%

~20%

~15%

~45%

~20%

~15%

~10%

~10%

~55%

~15%

~20%

~10%

~55%

~25%

~15%
~5%



Q3/21 Q4/21 Q1/22 Q2/22 Q3/22

Due to slowing consumer demand in major 
Western markets in September

Reflecting strong net sales growth in 
Latin America and Emerging Markets

Driven by significantly higher sourcing volume 
and increased product costs 



€6.3bn

€3.7bn

Lead 
times

FX Cost 
increases

~€0.3bn

~€0.5bn

~€0.4bn

~€0.4bn

Vietnam 
lockdowns

Inventory 
end of 

Q3 2022
- Reported -

€1.1bn

Inventory 
end of 

Q3 2021
- Reported -

Underlying 
increase

€5.2bn

Around 60% 
of reported 

inventory growth

Inventory 
end of 

Q3 2022
- Special effects -

+21%+43%



€6.3bn

Yeezy

















▪ Strict zero covid-19 policy remains in place with comprehensive 
preventive measures across the marketplace 

▪ Daily new covid-19 cases surpassed 2,000 again in November 
and resurgence appears to be broad-based

▪ Restrictive measures have just ramped up in major cities with 
several areas deemed high-risk

▪ Offline traffic continues to be subdued reflecting volatile 
situation and imminent risk of new lockdowns

▪ Local lifestyle influencers are still hesitant to collaborate with 
Western brands 

▪ Elevated inventory levels given slower-than-expected recovery 
from market-specific challenges 

▪ High dependence on lifestyle influencers historically and 
sudden loss of major combined followership last year

▪ Limited portfolio of sports partners given lack of focus 
historically

▪ Investments in digital and membership still need time to 
fully pay off 

▪ Ineffectiveness of marketing initiatives with too many small 
campaigns

▪ Inefficiences in PoS landscape with an undifferentiated retail 
footprint



▪ Reducing orders for upcoming seasons and executing inventory takebacks to return 
to healthy inventory level

▪ Leveraging factory outlets and upcoming online mega moments to accelerate speed of 
inventory clearance 

▪ Connecting with the Chinese consumer differently by increasing the leverage of our local 
creation center and marketing agency

▪ Focusing marketing efforts toward social, communities, membership and closer to the 
point of sale 

▪ Right-sizing China organization to reflect current size of business and growth profile

▪ Increasing focus on building our sports partners portfolio while increasing grassroots 
marketing spend

▪ Accelerating the scale-up of our own digital ecosystem and rebranding our adiclub 
membership program

▪ Re-assessing the quality of our retail fleet, closing unprofitable stores and significantly 
reducing our footprint while continuing to invest into key cities and locations 



Immediately stopped production of Yeezy branded products 
and all payments to Ye and his companies

Up to € 250 million net income impact in 2022 given high 
seasonality of Yeezy business

Related to existing product as well as both previous and 
new colorways



Full year business overstated 
due to high seasonality of Yeezy 

business geared toward Q4

Overall profitability overstated 
as Yeezy P&L only includes 

directly related costs 

Net income shortfall of up to € 250 million 
vs. latest full year 2022 plan 

Revenue shortfall of around € 500 million 
vs. latest full year 2022 plan 









YTD 
September

Q4 2022 
- Expected -

FY 2022 
- Expected -

YTD 
September

Q4 2022 
- Expected -

FY 2022 
- Expected -



September OctoberQTD August
Q4 2022

- Expected-



FIFA World 
Cup

Product 
Launches

Easier 
Comps

Q4 2022
- Expected-

YTD 
September

Q4 2022
- Expected-

As of October 20, 
2022

Outlook















Authenticating adidas Basketball from 
the street to the court

Partnership bringing a new creative and 
strategic viewpoint to the category

Focusing on Next Gen athletes, partners 
that are part of the culture that surrounds 
the game and global activations

Re-imagining and disrupting the category 
with a lifestyle-led strategy and holistic 
end-to-end product offer



Launching three key 
franchises with a direct 
link to the new adidas 

Basketball Creative 
Direction

Introducing our new 
vision for adidas 

Basketball through an 
iconic anthem 

film

Launching the 
first collection of 

our elevated product 
offering across our 
brand architecture

Unveiling FOG 
Athletics product 

to tease a 
subsequent launch 

in 2023

Launching FOG 
Athletics product with
store takeovers and an 

elevated online 
experience











Mid- to high-single-
digit growth

Double-digit decline

Low-teens growth

High-single-digit growth

High-teens growth

Growth between 30% and 40%

Mid-single-
digit growth

Strong double-digit decline

Low-teens growth

High-single-digit growth

High-teens growth

Growth between 30% and 40%

Low-single-
digit growth

Strong double-digit decline

High-single-digit growth

Mid-single-digit growth

Mid-teens growth

Growth between 30% and 40%

▪ Termination of Yeezy 
partnership

▪ Further deteriorating 
traffic trend in Greater 
China

▪ Headwinds related to a 
slower recovery in China

▪ Potential slowdown in 
other markets



▪ Further deteriorating 
traffic trend in Greater 
China

▪ Higher clearance activity 
to reduce inventory 
levels 

▪ One-off costs of around 
€500m on net income

▪ Headwinds related to a 
slower recovery in China

▪ Potential slowdown in 
other markets

▪ Termination of Yeezy 
partnership

Mid- to high-single-
digit growth

Around 49.0%

Around 7.0%

Around €1.3bn

Mid-single-
digit growth

Around 47.5%

Around 4.0%

Around €500m

Low-single-digit 
growth 

Around 47.0%

Around 2.5%

Around €250m



~€500m

Net Income
incl. 

One-Offs

~€250m

~€250m

~€750m

~€500m ~€500m

~€700m

Net Income
incl. 

One-Offs 
and Yeezy

Yeezy 
Impact 

Non-
recurring
One-Offs

Net Income
excl. 

One-Offs
Cost 

Headwinds
BIP 

Benefits

▪ Consumer sentiment 

▪ Inventory clearance

▪ Brand heat

▪ Recovery in Greater China

▪ Yeezy impact and mitigation plan

▪ Development of freight rates and input costs 

▪ FX development 

Additional 
Headwinds and Benefits



Effective January 1, 2023

Upon expiry of November 11, 2022

Until December 31, 2022






